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Why the Hawks are Better Than Experts Think 

 

After a disappointing end to a season no one saw coming, the media is divided on the Atlanta Hawks' 

legitimacy in the title contender conversation. 

Some see a team that's greater than the sum of its parts in a weak Eastern Conference. Others see a 

roster without a true star and thus no shot a title. 

HawksHoop.com did a deep dive into the Hawks' championship odds and found that things might not 

be as grim as some experts project: 

"By losing Carroll and trading for Splitter, the Hawks traded wing depth for power rotation depth. The 

combination of health and how that trade-off impacts the Hawks will determine if last season was truly 

an outlier or if Atlanta will experience a sustained period of title contention. I submit that, if Atlanta 

loses no more games to injury among rotation players than last year, the Hawks are going to win that 

trade-off and be a better team. 

"When I say “better team,” my benchmark is not regular season wins. I predict 55 wins and expect the 

Hawks to take a step back during the regular season, then become a superior playoff team. With the loss 

of Pero Antić in addition to Carroll, Atlanta must incorporate two new players into the top eight of the 

rotation. The Hawks will also be heavily reliant on Mike Budenholzer’s player development staff to help 

players at the fringes of the rotation become reliable contributors by the end of the season. Although I 

trumpeted last year’s Hawks as the deepest team in franchise history, I expect this year’s version to be 

no less than 10 deep in actual rotation contributors." 

The key to the Hawks' success -- their stellar ball movement, 3-point shooting and versatility 

notwithstanding -- is their continuity and familiarity with one another. Losing Carroll certainly hurts, but 

it's not a death knell -- he was probably the most expendable starter -- and they offset that with the 

skills Splitter brings to the table. 

Until someone proves otherwise, the Hawks are the biggest threat to the Cavs' throne. 

 


